Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Students learning design engineering at times need a good example of procedure for novel design engineering. The systematic and methodical design process followed in this case study is abridged from [1] [2] . As shown in a paper presented at a previous conference [3] , such a fully systematic procedure is only necessary in limited situations, when an engineering designer is faced with an unfamiliar and non-routine situation. Systematic design engineering as a procedure is the heuristic-strategic use of a theory to guide the design process -Engineering Design Science [1] [2] [4] is recommended as guiding theory. Methodical design engineering as a procedure is the heuristic use of newly developed and established methods within the engineering design process, including theory-based and 'industry best practice', strategic and tactical, formalized and intuitive methods. Systematic and methodical procedures have a substantial overlap, but are not co-incident. The full procedure should be learned, such that the student can select appropriate parts for other applications.
Creativity [5] is usually characterized by a wide search for solutions, especially those that are innovative. This search can be supported by the recommended systematic and methodical approach. All generated alternatives should be kept on record, to allow re-tracing and recovery from subsequent detection of a better alternative. Each step in the overall procedure should be concluded by selecting the most appropriate (one or two) solutions for further processing, in order to control a tendency towards 'combinatorial complexity'.
The first case study, systematic according to the state of the theory and method at that time, appeared in 1976 [6] -a machine vice. The second appeared in 1980 [7] -a welding positioner. The next three, also systematic, were published in 1981 in German -a riveting fixture, a milling jig, and a powder-coating machine. The third set was published in 1983 -a P-V-T-experiment, a hand winding machine for tapes, and a tea brewing machinethe first two were systematic, the third took an industrialartistic design approach. An English edition was published in 1988 [8] , and included the existing six case studies, plus two new items -a wave-powered bilge pump, and an oil drain valve -and again the bilge pump only loosely followed the systematic method. Three further case studies were published in 2008 [2] -the tea machine revised to current systematic procedures showing enhanced engineering information; re-design of a water valve; and an electro-static smoke gas dust precipitator, with rapper for dust removal [9] . The currently last three case examples were published in 2010 [2] -a trapeze demonstration rig [12] , re-design of an automotive oil pump [13] , and a hospital emergency bed, with compensation devices for the support arrangement. -2 of 6 -The primary purpose of these case studies is to present examples for procedural application of the recommended engineering design method that students and practitioners can follow and study to help learn the scope of the method and its models. This purpose has been applied in courses at the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH) by Dr. Vladimir Hubka (1976 Hubka ( -2000 , at The Royal Military College of Canada , and at the University of West Bohemia (1990-present) -for all levels of education and for industry consultations. A secondary purpose was to verify and validate the theory and its models, and the method derived from the theory. The emphasis in all case studies was on the engineering design procedure and use of the models, the chosen technical systems in several case studies were not necessarily optimal.
The systematic procedure must be adapted to the problem. The cases demonstrate that an engineering designer can idiosyncratically interpret the models to suit the problem, and develop information in consultation with a sponsor. Opinions will vary about whether a requirement should be stated in the class of properties as shown, or would be appropriate in a different class.
This case example is presented to show application of the recommended method, and the expected scope of the output, with emphasis on the stages of conceptualizing. The embodying/laying out and detailing stage is regarded as more routine.
The international standard ISO 9000:2005 defines two sorts of technological, artificial, human-made systems:
• process systems, consisting of operationstransformation process (TrfP) transforming an operand; • tangible object systems, consisting of (tangible) constructional parts, with organs and functionstechnical systems (TS), if they have substantial engineering content. Figure 1 shows the basic model on which the theory and method are based. This model of the transformation system declares:
An operand (materials, energy, information, and/or living things -M, E, I, L) in state Od1 is transformed into state Od2, using the active and reactive effects (in the form of materials, energy and/or information -M, E, I) exerted continuously, intermittently or instantaneously by the operators (human systems, technical systems, active and reactive environment, information systems, and management systems, as outputs from their internal processes), by applying a suitable technology Tg (which mediates the exchange of M, E, I between effects and operand), whereby assisting inputs are needed, and secondary inputs and outputs can occur for the operand and for the operators. Using this model as basis, the stages and steps of a novel design process [ The suffix '(s)' indicates that this TrfP(s) and/or TS(s) is the subject of interest. Only those parts of this engineering design process that are thought to be useful are employed. Such an 'idealized' procedure cannot be accomplished in a linear fashion -iterative and recursive working is essential, using analysis and synthesis [20] . Winnipeg 
CASE STUDY -BOW THRUSTER COVERS
Founded in 1970, the Caravan Stage Company [16] travelled in Canada and the U.S.A. from place to place, entered a community with horse-drawn gipsy-style caravan carriages, pitched a large (24 m diameter) decorated tent in a park, and using the caravans in the tent as their scenery performed self-scripted plays. Around 1992 they decided to have a steel replica of a wooden River Thames (London, England) sailing barge designed and fabricated in a small dockyard in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. The Thames sailing barges were intended to carry bulk goods such as coal along coastal waters (from Newcastle-on-Tyne to London). The stage barge took four years to complete, 30 m length, 7.2 m beam, 1.3 m draft, single mast, fore-and-aft rigged sails, 316 m 2 sail area, about 90 tonne displacement. All materials and OEM parts were donated to the Caravan Stage Company for that purpose, about Cdn$ 2,000,000.00. The newly designed superstructure, mast and rigging were intended as the stage for performances, with the audience on shore. The stage barge was intended to be fully independent, with its own power supply (two diesel motors), lighting and sound system, galley and sleeping accommodation, etc.
Ships at times need a lateral force to depart from a mooring location at a jetty. This is often performed by a cross-wise tunnel at the bow which contains an auxiliary propeller driven (reversibly) from within the hull. To avoid extra drag on the hull during forward motion of the ship, this tunnel is usually covered at both ends -covers that must be opened for the bow thruster to operate.
The author was initially contacted in 1994 by Paul Kirby, producer of the Caravan Stage Company, via the Head of Mechanical Engineering, The Royal Military College of Canada (RMC) to help by designing various needed items. Among these (in 1996) was an arrangement to open and close the bow thruster covers from an inboard-mounted hydraulic motor.
Steps from the procedural model [1] [2 (figure 11.1, p. 219-222)] were considered, and the following review cycle was applied for each step:
{Improve, optimize} -<Substantiate, evaluate, select, decide> -{Verify, check, reflect} -task defining: (P1) establish a design specification for the required system, a list of requirements;
Requirements are listed only under the most relevant TrfP and/or TS-requirements class as judged by the engineering designer, and cross-referenced if they are repeated in any other relevant requirement class [2 ( figure  11.4 The TS-function structure developed for this project is shown in figure 5 . Most of these TS-functions are solvable by routine means. The numbered functions are variable, and therefore used in a morphological matrix. Figure 6 shows a morphological matrix, and figure 7 shows the selected TS-organ structure. A sample detail drawing (pencil on paper) is shown in figure 8 . In this case, because these drawings are unlikely to be reused, pencil-on-paper were adequate.
CLOSURE
The prescribed length of paper does not allow a fuller discussion of the recommended method, but see [1] [2] . A more experienced engineering designer will no doubt be able to reach a similar result whilst neglecting one or more of the earlier of these formal steps and models.
